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GOODWIND

Only those with the right capabilities, leadership
and attitute will reach digital altitute
GooDIGITAL 1.4 will lead the way to greatness

GOODWIND
GooDIGITAL Framework
FRAMEWORK MODULES

GooDIGITAL is a best practice framework addressing the true challenges of digital transformation. It has been developed by a
network of experts, thought-leaders and senior consultants – based on more than 20 years of research and consulting.
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Version 1.4

Change
Readiness

The Goodwind Company acknowledge that all digital transformation journeys are uniqu and requires a flexible and dynamic

(plug-n-play) approach and tool. The GooDIGITAL framework includes capability assessments, value boosters and management models.
Capability Assessments
The GooDIGITAL Framework 1.4
contains unique assessment tools of
digital capabilities based extensive
research – understanding why some
companies are more successful than
others.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Digital Capabilities
Change Readiness
Flow Value Leadership
Information Management
Innovation Management
Digital Governance
Robotic Process Automation
Information Privacy (GDPR)
Sourcing & Ecosystem
Project Governance (ongoing)
Service Management/DevOps

The Assessment tools support the
prioritization of change-log and the
development of a concrete roadmap.

Value Boosters
The GooDIGITAL 1.4 provides
innovative tools and methods for
complex transformation challenges
and boost organisational value
acceleration. It is recommended to
combine Value Boosters with
capability assessments to improve
digital business analysis further.
•
•
•
•

Value Bingo
Digital Stress Test
Cultural Mapping & Analysis
Return on Strategy

The Value Boosters are carried out in
workshop format with the
management team.

Management Models
The GooDIGITAL 1.4 included
management models to enhance
change and momentum of the digital
transformation. Tools for the
successful management team.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Digital Vision & Strategy
Agile Management Framework
Agile Way of Working
Digital Transformation Office
Balanced Scorecard Digital
Value Stream Management

The Management Models are
designed to achieve a controlled
transformation with engaged leaders
and employees.

“44% of digital professionals believe that they will succeed with
digital transformation”
Goodwind Snapshot Research 2020
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GOODWIND
GooDIGITAL Framework
FRAMEWORK MODULES

The GooDIGITAL Framework 1.4 is based on extensive research and experience in digital transformation – understanding the

nature of digitalization and its effect on the society, businesses and individuals. The research enables accurate theory, assessments
and tools for successful digital transformation.
GOODWIND

GOODWIND

GOODWIND

GooDIGITAL Framework

Check-List Information Management Assessment

GooDIGITAL Framework

VALUE-STREAM MANAGEMENT – EXAMPLE

JOURNEY OF DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION
INFORMATION MANAGEMENT DISCUSSION POINTS

Scorecard

BCIO X
Retail Segment Household (L3)
IT Retail
IT Solution Provider
2013 Q3

Value of IT Score

DIGITAL CAPABILITIES AREA APPROVAL & RECOMMENDATION

Full understanding of all criteria

4,4

Value of IT trend
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ANCHORING &
COMMUNICATION

With what

Best practice
frameworks, tools and
competence to build
information
architecture (EA
frameworks, info
catalogues &
repository, glossary)

Best practice
frameworks, tools and
competence for people
and competence
management

Best practice
frameworks, tools and
competence to
manage Information
governance
(Deming Cycle)

Best practice
frameworks, tools and
competence to
manage information
management
(Process repository,,
Data Quality, Master
Data Platform)

Best practice
frameworks, tools and
competence to
manage cultural and
leadership
transformation

Way of
working

Continuously measure
(and learning)
business value
creation of information
management

Implemented
information
architecture and new
way of working based
on the architectural
principles

Continuous training
and recruitment of
Information & Data
Management
Staff

Value-driven and agile
information
governance system
(accepted by all
stakeholders) – master
date and information
management dialogue.

Disciplined compliance
to IM framework
(delivering optimal
value) orchestrating
information
management
capabilities

Behavioral and cultural
change management
to adjust organization
to new data-driven
mind-set and decisionmaking

Conceptual

IT Management Enablers

TRUST
SCENARIOS
&
TOOLS

Best practice
frameworks, tools and
competence to support
business success.
(scorecards, value
canvas, communities)

Contextual

The key success factor for Digital Transformation is all about people, leadership and culture.
Most organization, with weak leadership and people-focus, are unsuccessful in moving past
LEVEL 3 and end up at risk of being phased ot as the market turns more digital and fast moving.

ASSESSMENT AREA:
Domain: Information Skills &
Competence
Enabler: Contextual

Defined Value
Proposition and KPIs
of Information
Management together
with business
(information assets)

Defined and anchor
guiding principles of
information
architecture with key
stakeholders
(also unstructured
data)

Understanding the
strategic ambitions of
business realizing the
information assets

Understanding of
business demands
impacting information
architecture

Information Value
Mgmt.

Information
Architecture

UNIT: XX

Defining a competence
strategy to support
information
management

Develop and define a
principles for
Information
Governance
(optimizing value
creation)

Developing an IM
framework for
collecting and
distributing right
data/information to the
right audience in right
time.

Defining principles for
a data-driven culture
and mind-set
supported by
information
management

Understanding the
competence need for
the future of
information
management
(Value Proposition)

Understanding the prerequisites of
information
governance in creating
information
effectiveness and
efficiency.

Awareness of new
trends and possibilities
in information (and
indirectly master data)
management

Acknowledging the
importance of
leadership and culture
in optimizing value of
information and data
assets

Information Skills
& Competence

Information
Governance

Information
Management

Leadership &
Culture

X

Information Management Domains
(based on best practice)

Good but limited understanding of
at least two criteria
No understanding of any of the
three criteria

MATURITY: XX%
Benchmarking data not available
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BACKGROUND & APPROACH

VALUE

IT Development

Business Divsiions
and Units
VALUE

IT Business
Relationship
EXPECTATIONS
& MONEY

EXPECTATIONS
& MONEY

Sourcing & Ecosystem Management

Key learnings Value Delivery Review
• High Value (5,6) Delivery in Value of IT
Advice focus area – with positive trend.

Cost & Risk Mgmt.

4,6

4,2

4,0

4,3

4,2

+10

IT Avg.

Division Avg.

Annual trend
(%)

2013 Q3

5

2012 Q4

5

2013 Q1

4

Grade

5

2013 Q2

4

Benchmark

Trend analysis

4,8

4,9

IT Service Quality

4

3

5

3

2

3,4

3,5

3,4

3,8

4,2

-19

4,2

4,7

Value of IT Advice

5

6

4

6

7

5,6

4,8

4,6

4,4

4,3

+30

4,8

4,4

IT Business Value

4

3

6

5

3

4,2

4,4

4,2

4,3

4,4

-4

4,8

4,6

4,5

4,2

4,1

4,3

4,3

+5

4,7

4,7

AVERAGE

Key comments 2013 Q3
COACHING

AWARENESS

VALUE

IT Operations

Value of IT results
Unit scores (2013 Q3)

Interviewee E

Level 1: Awareness
Awareness of forces and
implications of
digitalization.

Manager name:
Unit name:
Division name:
Gov. category:
Period:

Criteria 3: We have studied other organizations and research to
understand what competence and skills in information/data
management are needed for the future.

Level 2: Direction
A common vision and
direction (capabilities) in
leadership team.

Agreement

Domain of CIO Office
(governance & strategy, architecture, risk mgmt, project & portfolio management)
VALUE

Corporate Sourcing

Basic information

Criteria 2: We understand what competence is required to keep inhouse (core) and what can be outsourced or covered by consultant.

Designing, developing and
implementing new digital
capabilities.

Interviewee D

Level 3: Challenging
Challenging tradition ways
of working, governance
and culture

Understanding the competence need for the future of
information management (Value Proposition)

Criteria 1: We understand current and future (3-5 years)
competence and attitude needs to support the information value
proposition and information architecture.

Interviewee C

Level 4: Developing

Continuous challenging and
upgrading capabilities in
digital context

Interviewee A

Level 5: Competing

Corporate Governance

Vendors &
Ecosystem

The summary of the Value Delivery Review of Unit X displayed in the Value DashBoard (unit level). Notice that it is possible consolidate and analyze the performance
of the value stream, organization on different levels.

Interviewee B

Organizational Emotional Development Curve

DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION ASSESSMENT AREA CHECKLIST

Comments

Actions

Responsible/Due date

Interviewee A

Need help to reduce cost by 15%

Suggestions on cost reduction

BCIO / August 31st

Interviewee B

Need better and faster response
when application failure occurs.

Improve responsiveness

Manager Y / September 15th

Interviewee C

Overall happy with collaboration

Implement strategic planning

Manager Z / October 1st

Interviewee D

Not happy with service delivery!

Improve service quality in area X

BCIO / September 1st

Interviewee E

Awful service quality! Action plan
needed.

Improve service quality in area Y

Manager Y / September 31st

• Low Value (3,4) Delivery is Service
Quality Focus Area - with negative trend
(-19% annually). Especially in IT
Responsiveness area. Need coaching
and support in IT Service Quality Area.
• Value Delivery below Divison and IT
Average.
• Experience low level of value
contribution from IT Governance
domain on guidelines for service
management and portfolio
management.
• Good relationship with IT Development
domian.
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ASSESSMENT TEMPLATES

CASE EXAMPLES

The Goodwind Company belives that digital transformation is all about people, leadership and culture. The GooDIGITAL
Framrework 1.4 is therefore designed to create an engagement and momentum for digital transformation.
40% of digital professionals can response to unplanned market
changes (disruptions)

43% of digital professionals understand disruption or where
it comes from

Snapshot Research 2020 - Institute for Digital Transformation & The Goodwind Company
© Copyright - Goodwind: All rights reserved

GOODWIND
GooDIGITAL Framework
PURPOSE & APPROACH

The GooDIGITAL Capability Assessment tools can be carried out with different granulatity
and speed. It is imiportant to select the right approach for the right situation.
GooDIGITAL Assessment Approach
High Level Assessment
GooDIGITAL Framework

INFORMATION MANAGEMENT - TEMPLATE

With what

Best practice
frameworks, tools and
competence to build
information
architecture (EA
frameworks, info
catalogues &
repository, glossary)

Best practice
frameworks, tools and
competence for people
and competence
management

Best practice
frameworks, tools and
competence to
manage Information
governance
(Deming Cycle)

Best practice
frameworks, tools and
competence to
manage information
management
(Process repository,,
Data Quality, Master
Data Platform)

Best practice
frameworks, tools and
competence to
manage cultural and
leadership
transformation

Way of
working

Continuously measure
(and learning)
business value
creation of information
management

Implemented
information
architecture and new
way of working based
on the architectural
principles

Continuous training
and recruitment of
Information & Data
Management
Staff

Value-driven and agile
information
governance system
(accepted by all
stakeholders) – master
date and information
management dialogue.

Disciplined compliance
to IM framework
(delivering optimal
value) orchestrating
information
management
capabilities

Behavioral and cultural
change management
to adjust organization
to new data-driven
mind-set and decisionmaking

Conceptual

IT Management Enablers

Developed in collaboration with iCORE Solutions
Best practice
frameworks, tools and
competence to support
business success.
(scorecards, value
canvas, communities)

Defined Value
Proposition and KPIs
of Information
Management together
with business
(information assets)

Defined and anchor
guiding principles of
information
architecture with key
stakeholders
(also unstructured
data)

Defining a competence
strategy to support
information
management

Develop and define a
principles for
Information
Governance
(optimizing value
creation)

Developing an IM
framework for
collecting and
distributing right
data/information to the
right audience in right
time.

Defining principles for
a data-driven culture
and mind-set
supported by
information
management

Contextual

The purpose of the High-Level Assessment is to quickly diagnose
the digital capability. It is done by discussing the statements in
the Assessment Template boxes (24) – and agreeing on a rating
(Red, Amber, Green). It can be used as first step in understanding
the current capability maturity and suggesting more in-depth
assessment.

Understanding the
strategic ambitions of
business realizing the
information assets

Understanding of
business demands
impacting information
architecture

Understanding the
competence need for
the future of
information
management
(Value Proposition)

Understanding the prerequisites of
information
governance in creating
information
effectiveness and
efficiency.

Awareness of new
trends and possibilities
in information (and
indirectly master data)
management

Acknowledging the
importance of
leadership and culture
in optimizing value of
information and data
assets

Information Value
Mgmt.

Information
Architecture

Information Skills
& Competence

Information
Governance

Information
Management

Leadership &
Culture

Information Management Domains
(based on best practice)

UNIT: XX

MATURITY: XX%
Benchmarking data not available

In-Depth Assessment
GOODWIND
Check-List Information Management Assessment
INFORMATION MANAGEMENT DISCUSSION POINTS

DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION ASSESSMENT AREA CHECKLIST
Criteria 1: We understand how information management supports
the digital/business strategy and competitiveness. The
digital/business vision, strategy and ambition are well documented.
Criteria 2: There is a senior management awareness of how
important the realization of the digital assets is for digital
competitiveness.
Criteria 3: We have benchmarked other organizations on how they
transfer data assets into competitiveness and profits
Criteria 4: We have access to expert information and knowledge on
how to boost business value of information management/assets.
Criteria 5: We understand that the value of information decreases
rapidly over time in an unpredictable market..

DIGITAL CAPABILITIES AREA APPROVAL & RECOMMENDATION

With what

Best practice
frameworks, tools and
competence to support
business success.
(scorecards, value
canvas, communities)

Best practice
frameworks, tools and
competence to build
information
architecture (EA
frameworks, info
catalogues &
repository, glossary)

Best practice
frameworks, tools and
competence for people
and competence
management

Best practice
frameworks, tools and
competence to
manage Information
governance
(Deming Cycle)

Best practice
frameworks, tools and
competence to
manage information
management
(Process repository,,
Data Quality, Master
Data Platform)

Best practice
frameworks, tools and
competence to
manage cultural and
leadership
transformation

Way of
working

Continuously measure
(and learning)
business value
creation of information
management

Implemented
information
architecture and new
way of working based
on the architectural
principles

Continuous training
and recruitment of
Information & Data
Management
Staff

Value-driven and agile
information
governance system
(accepted by all
stakeholders) – master
date and information
management dialogue.

Disciplined compliance
to IM framework
(delivering optimal
value) orchestrating
information
management
capabilities

Behavioral and cultural
change management
to adjust organization
to new data-driven
mind-set and decisionmaking

Conceptual

We understand exactly how customers want
to be approached and managed.

IT Management Enablers

Full understanding of all criteria

ASSESSMENT AREA:
Domain: Information Value
Management
Enabler: Contextual

Defined Value
Proposition and KPIs
of Information
Management together
with business
(information assets)

Defined and anchor
guiding principles of
information
architecture with key
stakeholders
(also unstructured
data)

Defining a competence
strategy to support
information
management

Develop and define a
principles for
Information
Governance
(optimizing value
creation)

Developing an IM
framework for
collecting and
distributing right
data/information to the
right audience in right
time.

Defining principles for
a data-driven culture
and mind-set
supported by
information
management

Contextual

The purpose of the In-Depth Assessment is to thoroughly assess
and analyze the digital capability. It is done by analysing the
capability criterias (1-5 per capability domain – see picture) and
reviewing artifacts for an accurate judgement. The conclusions
will be transfers and displayed in the Capability
templöate/heatmap. It is an approach to completely understand
the maturity and strengths and weaknesses.

Understanding the
strategic ambitions of
business realizing the
information assets

X

Understanding of
business demands
impacting information
architecture

Understanding the
competence need for
the future of
information
management
(Value Proposition)

Understanding the prerequisites of
information
governance in creating
information
effectiveness and
efficiency.

Awareness of new
trends and possibilities
in information (and
indirectly master data)
management

Acknowledging the
importance of
leadership and culture
in optimizing value of
information and data
assets

Information Value
Mgmt.

Information
Architecture

Information Skills
& Competence

Information
Governance

Information
Management

Leadership &
Culture

UNIT: XX

Information Management Domains
(based on best practice)

Good but limited understanding of
at least two criteria
No understanding of any of the
three criteria

MATURITY: XX%
Benchmarking data not available
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Capability Design Handbook
The purpose of the Capability Design Handbook is to determine
how to run the capability in the best possible way – optimal value
creation. In this case, the content of each box in the template is
defined, documented and agreed with the management – and
implemented in the organization. It is recommendated to
conclude the design with a Digital Stress Test to valudate the
design.

DIGITAL CAPABILITY
HANDBOOK
2020-07-25
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GOODWIND
GooDIGITAL Framework

SPECIAL OFFERING – END CUSTOMER SUBSCRIPTION

Kick-start your digital transformation with GooDIGITAL 1.4

SPECIAL OFFER:
•

5 modules of GooDIGITAL Framework 1.4

•

Free introduction and training (8 hours)

•

3 hours of coaching and support/month

•

Global Beehive Newsletter Subscription with latest news
and articles in digital transformation

PRICE: 995 EUR/month
Contact The Goodwind Company today to discuss how
GooDIGITAL 1.4 can accelerate your digital transformation!
Email: hans@thegoodwindcompany.se
Phone: +46 768643778

© Copyright - The Goodwind Company: All rights reserved

GOODWIND

The Goodwind Company has combined in-depth research in field of digitalization, with profound experience in business
transformation to understand why some companies and organizations are more successful than others in digital transformation.

Goodwind a knowledge company leading
digital transformation!

“When digital transformation is done
right, it’s like a caterpillar turning into a
butterfly, but when done wrong, all you
have is a really fast caterpillar.”
George Westerman, MIT Sloan

Goodwind believe in the shared economy
and the power of networks – beyond
borders and cultures.
Goodwind provides best practice framework,
advisory, training and research for the digital
transformation professional!

A majority (56%) of Digital Leaders do not think they will
succeed with Digital Transformation.
The Goodwind Company - Snapshot Research 2020

55% of companies without a digital transformation believe they
have less than a year before they start to lose market share

© Copyright - The Goodwind Company: All rights reserved

Forbes 2019

GOODWIND

GooDIGITAL Framework 1.4

COMMERCIAL MODEL – END CUSTOMERS SUBSCRIPTION
GooDIGITAL Membership

Silver

Platinum

Gold
(BEST BUY)

GooDIGITAL Modules & Research

5 Modules*

12 Module*

All*

Support and Coaching

3 hours / months

5 hours / month

10 hours / month

Training & Certification

Not Included

Included
(Up to 10 people)

Included
(Up to 25 people)

Introduction GooDIGITAL Seminar (2 hours)

No

Yes

Yes

Personal Contact / Support

No

Yes

Yes

Member of GooDIGITAL Advisory Board

No

No

Yes

Invitation to Global Beehive VIP Dinner

No

No

Yes

Silver

Gold

Platinum

995 EUR/month

2,499 EUR/month

4,499 EUR/month

(including Snapshot Research)

Global Beehive Price Package
(minimum 12 months subsription)

Subscription (Monthly fee)
Training & Certificatioon

799 EUR/participant

(8 hours Training + 6 hours Common Support))

1,500 EUR

Additional 10 hours of certified coaching
*) Excluding third-party module – for eample cultural mapping

Special Release Offer
(August – September 2020)

Silver Membership: 995 EUR/month
Plus free introduction/training (8 hours)

Gold Membership: 2,249 EUR/month
First six months, + Global Beehive VIP Dinner
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GOODWIND

GooDIGITAL Framework 1.4

COMMERCIAL MODEL – CONSULTANT FIRM SUBSCRIPTION
GooDIGITAL Membership

Silver

Gold

Platinum

(BEST BUY)

GooDIGITAL Modules & Research

3 Modules*

12 Module*

All*

Support and Coaching

2 hours / months

5 hours / month

10 hours / month

Training & Certification

Not Included

Included
(Up to 10 people)

Included
(Up to 25 people)

Introduction GooDIGITAL Seminar (2 hours)

No

Yes

Yes

Global Beehive Membership Silver Level

No

Yes

Yes

Personal Contact / Support

No

No

Yes

Member of GooDIGITAL Advisory Board

No

No

Yes

Silver

Gold

Platinum

995 EUR/month
+ 10% kick-back

2,499 EUR/month
+ 10% kick-back

4,990 EUR/month
+ 10% kick-off

(including Snapshot Research)

Global Beehive Price Package
(minimum 12 months subsription)
Subscription (Monthly fee)
Training & Certificatioon

799 EUR/participant

(8 hours Training + 6 hours Common Support))

1,300 EUR

Additional 10 hours of certified coaching
*) Excluding third-party module – for eample cultural mapping

Special Release Offer
Gold Membership + Additional 20hours or
coaching for start-up

2,249 EUR/month + 10% kick-back
First six months
© Copyright - The Goodwind Company: All rights reserved

GOODWIND

Goodwind Contact information:
Goodwind believe in the shared economy and the power of
networks – beyond borders and cultures

Hans Gillior: Managing Director
Stockholm/Sweden
E: hans@thegoodwindcompany.se
P: +46 768 643778
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